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Based on the latest edition of the approved textbook on Medical Qigong used in Chinese
universities, this authoritative paperback edition has been completely revised and edited to meet
the needs of western practitioners. The editors emphasize the practice of Qigong, and this
section of the book has been revised and expanded; a wide range of Qigong forms are
presented, taking full account of the history, correct practice, and development of Qigong. The
section on the clinical applications of Qigong in the treatment of a wide range of conditions, with
the recommended Qigong forms for treatment, and relevant references to the ancient texts has
been substantially revised, and focuses on conditions more common in the West. The book also
presents the newest research on Medical Qigong, including groundbreaking new discoveries
about the physiological and psychological mechanisms. Omitted from this paperback edition are
the extensive excerpts from the ancient texts, and the detailed history, more appropriate for
academic study.This is an unparalleled resource for practitioners of Qigong and Chinese
medicine, as well as medical students and other healthcare professionals seeking a better
understanding of the theory, practice and beneficial health applications of Medical Qigong.
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martha white, “good introduction to Qigong. I thought this book was really good, and is a great
introduction to QIgong. It is more comprehensive than most books as an overview of Qigong, but
is not advanced for the more experienced practitioners of QIgong and TCM. Very well written
and recommended as a good read and resource.”

Dr. George Love, Oriental Medicine, “Five Stars. Important book to have in order library. fast
delivery”

Sarah, “Excellent book.. Brand new, mint condition, worth the wait!”

Ebook Library Reader, “Five Stars. Great Book on Medical Qigong. Packed with useful
information.”

DWO, “Very practical.. Great book for anyone who is interested in, or already studying TCM. The
author gives a practical, straightforward delivery of the material, and the concepts and theories.”

Mary Lea, “TCM. Chinese Medical Qugong. Well organized, with excellent history as well as
current information. Technical yet easy to read for a beginning TCM practitioner.”

Elizabeth1, “Five Stars. Excellent book for those who want to learn more and more about
Qigong.”

Bruce Stasium, “nice quality. A pleasant transaction, nice quality book”

Matt Donnelly, “Five Stars. very interesting,fast delivery”

Cliente Ebook Library, “Ottimo manuale medico scientifico. Testo professionale, molto ben fatto,
esauriente nella parte teorica, ha il grande pregio di garantire una dimensione scientifica medica
universitaria completamente libera da semplificazioni fuorvianti o di basso profilo come si
trovano in altri testi.In altre parole il Qigong è alla base della medicina tradizionale cinese, e per
studiarlo è meglio riconoscergli questa dignità.A mio avviso unica pecca del libro la descrizione
sommaria degli esercizi: un DVD allegato avrebbe migliorato tantissimo la fruizione.Ottimo
comunque, direi il meglio in circolazione attualmente”

Priscila Correa, “.. The product arrived on time, and it is as described.”

Man, “Sehr gute Quelle um etwas fundiertes über QiGong zu erfahren!. Das ist ein Buch das
wirklich einen guten Eindruck über die vielfältigen Möglichkeiten des QiGong vermittelt.



Traditionelle Anwendungen werden vorgestellt und das auch mit klaren Übungsanweisungen
und Zuordnungen zu den chinesischen Syndromen und westlichen Krankheitsbildern. Das Buch
ist reich an inspirierenden Material.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 46 people have provided feedback.
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